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Abstract. Supply chain operations drive the planning, manufacture, and
distribution of billions of semiconductors a year, spanning thousands of products
across many supply chain configurations. The customizations span from wafer
technology to die stacking and chip feature enablement. Data quality drives
efficiency in these processes and anomalies in data can be very disruptive, and at
times, consequential. Developing preventative measures that automate the
detection of anomalies before they reach downstream execution systems would
result in significant efficiency gain for the organization. The purpose of this
research is to identify an effective, actionable, and computationally efficient
approach to highlight anomalies in a sparse and highly variable supply chain data
structure. This research highlights the application of ensemble unsupervised
learning algorithms for anomaly detection on supply chain demand data. The
outlier detection algorithms explored include Angle-Based Outlier Detection,
Isolation Forest, Local Outlier Factor and K-Nearest Neighbors. The application
of an ensemble technique on unconstrained forecast signal, which is traditionally
a consistent demand line, demonstrated a dramatic decrease in false positives.
The application of the ensemble technique to the sales-order netted demand
forecast, a signal that is irregular in structure, the algorithm identifies true
anomalous observations relative to historical observations across time. The
research team concluded that assessing an outlier is not limited to the most recent
forecast’s observations but must be considered in the context of historical
demand patterns across time.
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Introduction

Every week, one of the world’s top 10 largest semiconductor companies compiles
demand, supply, and capacity data to produce a projection of feasible sales, generated
through a manufacturing execution plan. Most data anomalies found in the
semiconductor company’s weekly supply chain planning engine run can be attributed
to human error. The “engine captains” and supply chain system teams devote more
effort to the discovery and resolution of issues caused by human error than any other
source of anomalies. This research aims to compare the effectiveness of stand-alone
versus ensemble anomaly detection techniques applicable to supply chain data. If
successful, the technique will prevent supply chain input errors from disrupting the
quality of the feasible sales and projected supply plan.
When defective data is introduced into the supply chain planning process, it is often
manifested as a strong deviation from projected supply, known as feasible sales. This
shift in feasible sales prompts the supply chain systems analyst to initiate an
investigation into the possible root causes. This exercise is very time-consuming and
deviates high-value resources. For every anomaly that is found in the supply chain, it
takes a single systems analyst at least two days to understand the root cause of the issue.
As part of their portfolio management, supply chain analysts are required to maintain
planning parameters for the product families under their responsibility. Human error is
a common occurrence. For example, the capacity data is a whole number, influenced
by the Input/Output, or I/O ratio, which is equivalent to one unit of machine capacity.
For example, a chip can be built on machine A consuming 1 unit of capacity, but on
machine B this chip consumes 1.2 or even .8 units of capacity per chip built. This
number varies by machine and the number should be limited to the number of integrated
circuits the manufacturing equipment can produce per week before yield is applied.
When users manually enter values without any checks and balances, it can cause a
disruption in the manufacturing plan. The image below shows the erroneous capacity
entry of 99999999 and the downstream disruptions it caused to the utilization and
factory load start calculation for that week.
Figure 1. Manufacturing Capacity Parameter Entry Example

The semiconductor company researched manufactures 18,665 distinct products that can
be classified into 4,200 product categories. The Linear Program engine optimizes 28
objective levels across several time horizons. It is exceedingly difficult for the supply
chain systems team to retrace the exact reason the Linear Planning (LP) system
calculated a significant week-to-week shift in feasible supply.
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Automating anomaly detection of input data would be a proactive preventative measure
for real-time anomaly detection. The users responsible for the anomaly would receive
an email informing them of the unusual data point and they can either correct it, or
acknowledge the data point, both resulting in a reduced investment in research time
from the highly valued engine anomaly research systems team.
Developing an autonomous anomaly detection algorithm that could effectively identify
human error as part of the data input process before it disrupted the weekly factory
supply planning run would significantly improve the efficiency of the supply chain
planning engine operations team.
Given the various types of data (supply, demand, yield, cycle time, and manufacturing
equipment utilization) sourced from distinct and regionally distributed supply chain
departments, the research team will analyze one input data segment at a time, starting
with demand. Demand is the forefront of the entire manufacturing process because the
resources necessary for manufacturing, the manufacturing line utilization, and the
amount of sellable goods depend on the demand values that feed the LP engine.
Demand is the starting input of a supply chain and errors in its data will have a domino
effect on the quality of the weekly planning engine’s results.
Figure 2. Supply Chain Data Landscape

The proposed anomaly detection model will proactively support analysts in isolating
the anomaly rather than analysts missing, reacting, or investigating the source of the
anomaly by process of elimination after the publication of the planning engine
calculations. The anomaly detection model will ensure the demand forecasted and sent
downstream to the LP engine is correct and anomalies do not disrupt the manufacturing
process, creating a negative experience for the customer.
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Literature Review

The task of sustaining data quality and operational efficiency in a supply chain
organization is complex because the data that sources the supply chain systems is multisourced, complex, vast, and often non-linear in nature [1]. A semiconductor
organization develops thousands of parts across various industries, with unique supply
chain configurations and product characteristics. Maintaining quality in the operational
processes that drive the manufacturing organization is key to maximizing revenue,
improving gross margin, and maintaining customer satisfaction.
2.1

Implications of Data Quality in Supply Chain

Data quality techniques standardize methods that improve data quality in an
organization [2]. A supply chain organization typically has a standard Data Quality
Management team and process. Using this process, the team proactively manages
completeness, adequacy, and relevance of manufacturing system data. Nonetheless,
human error still enters the weekly supply chain planning engine run and disrupts the
projected supply plan and expected revenue, or feasible sales of the organization.
Developing outlier detection systems that enable the detection of non-standard data in
a manufacturing resource planning system can be a daunting task. The introduction of
human error can have considerable and costly implications. Operating with bad data in
a supply chain organization can result in loss of revenue, regulatory consequences and
can harm a firm’s reputation [3]. Identifying these anomalies on a timely basis before
these values percolate downstream to the execution systems can be of immense value
to an organization.
2.2

Deep Learning Outlier Detection Techniques

Outlier detection techniques are classified into three distinct types: unsupervised,
supervised, and semi-supervised. These deep learning techniques follow different sets
of rules to determine where an outlier or anomaly occurs.
Unsupervised detection methods operate without using labels for what is or is not an
outlier and in return require no labeled training set. The algorithm will determine where
the anomalies are located based on its distance to the normally occurring data. This is
a technique that is commonly used since anomalies do not usually appear as labeled
data sets. The drawback to this technique is that it assumes normal data has a consistent
profile. The normal data could be sparsely populated and not necessarily follow a
consistent pattern, invalidating one of this technique’s primary assumptions [27].
Supervised detection is the complete opposite where one labels the inliers (normal
observations) and/or the outliers. This method is trained similarly to classification
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techniques. The drawback to this technique is that the data is largely unbalanced and
the limited number of abnormal data examples can impact the accuracy of the
classification model [27].
Semi-supervised detection methods train on data that are inliers and if there are any
distinct variations from the expected values, the algorithm will identify them as
anomalies. According to academic research, semi-supervised detection techniques offer
the most intuitive algorithms because the sensitivity on detecting new outliers is more
sophisticated than supervised and unsupervised learning techniques [4]. The drawback
to this technique, only having a small number of labeled outliers, can potentially impact
the model’s ability to effectively classify normal vs abnormal observations [27].
Academic research suggests that an ensemble of unsupervised and semi-supervised
techniques working together can provide the best performing anomaly detection models
[5].
2.3

Anomaly Detection Methods for Multidimensional Data

Recent work exploring methods to identify anomalies in semiconductor manufacturing
data use proximity-based techniques, where it is assumed that an outlier lives in a
feature space that is distant from normal observations [27]. Angle Based Outlier
Detection, Local Outlier Factor and Principal Component Analysis are common
methods applying these fundamentals. These methods recognize by virtue of
association, whether a data point is close to its peers or far away [6].
Angle-Based outlier detection, proposed by Kriegel, Schubert, and Zimek of the
Ludwig Maximilian University of Munich in 2008, labels an observation an outlier if
the spectrum of the angles established between that data point and its neighbors is
smaller than the norm. Isolated observations will be more distant and have smaller
angles than those surrounded by observations, with wider angle width [7].
There are multiple forms of Angle-Based outlier detection algorithms, and some are
more effective and computationally efficient than others. ABOD will consider all data
points in the realization, giving decreasing weight to those which are more distant. This
results in a very computationally intensive effort that can be considered a drawback to
this technique. The fast-ABOD will only consider n nearest neighbors, those which
would have carried more weight according to the standard ABOD. Although much
more efficient computationally than the standard ABOD, the drawback is that an ideal
number of neighbors must first be determined by the modeler. C-ABOD (Cluster
Angle-Based Outlier Detection) algorithm is used for financial data processing and
reduces the computational overhead, increases the computational speed, as well as
reduces time and physical storage when compared to other variations of the algorithm
[17].
These techniques quickly fall apart when the data is multidimensional and sparse.
Sparse data is not a suitable candidate when applying proximity-based techniques.
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Academic researchers have proposed manifesting the complexity of a multidimensional observation by generating a prediction [8]. The premise of good data
creating standard predictions and unusual data generating outlying predictions is a
technique that is also applied in deep learning research [9].
K-means clustering utilizing sliding doors with long-short term memory can boost the
ability to detect outliers by each individual product that can be adapted to unlabeled,
high-dimensional data. When a selection of these techniques is implemented as part of
the outlier detection algorithm, the performance of detecting outliers significantly
improves [20].
2.4

Ensemble of Machine Learning Techniques

Tackling anomaly detection with just one technique is not best practice. Utilizing an
ensemble of multiple methods can increase accuracy but becomes an issue when one
combines inefficient techniques together. Aggregating techniques can compound the
error, causing a domino effect due to the independent errors that could drive the
accuracy down [11, 12]. This type of issue occurs under unsupervised anomaly
detection methods that consume multi-dimensional data [13].
Ensemble methods have been applied to the automotive industry for quality control in
vehicle component testing. The researchers within this field use an ensemble classifier
consisting of a two-class and one-class classification system on time series data to
provide accurate indications of anomalies [14]. The authors developed an intuitionist
fuzzy set-based anomaly detection (IFSAD) to find the abnormal network structures
within social and traffic datasets [15]. When compared to standard distance and angular
detection methods, the IFSAD performed significantly better. The effectiveness of this
technique would depend on the data complexity and multi-dimensionality.
Other methods considered include combining LSTM predictions with Support Vector
Regression models. This ensemble method performed much more effectively at
detecting anomalies than if each method was used independently.
Another example of an ensemble anomaly detection approach [16] is to develop
systematic verifications that measure anomalous data introduced by human error or a
substandard process.
2.5 Process Log based anomaly detection
One way to identify user-driven anomalies is to mine the process logs generated by the
manufacturing and supply chain execution systems such as SAP [18]. This practice is
commonly known as process mining. Identifying the “ideal” or “perfect order” will
enable the anomaly detection system to highlight these process deviations and institute
a corrective action plan.
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2.6

Question of Interest

Based on the techniques researched to conduct anomaly detection, this study aims to
identify a computationally efficient and highly effective technique or ensemble method
to identify anomalies in the input to the LP engine. This will produce actionable insights
and prevent disruptions to the LP algorithm that could impact the output of the
manufacturing lines’ planned sellable goods and reduce potential revenue.

3

Data

3.1

Data Understanding

The planning engine receives weekly, 18-month demand plans for 18,665 sellable parts.
These parts are organized in hierarchical product structures, separated by technologies.
The product families are organized into 23 business units (BU), grouped by a range of
1 to 11 business lines (BL). The business lines are followed by a range of 1 to 37 major
article groups (MAG), which are considered cost centers. This is followed by the article
group (AG), which consists of numerically encoded product families. The article group
consists of 4 characters, this is followed by a 5-digit grouping of products, known as a
TG5, then by a 6-digit grouping of products, known as the TG6.
The TG6 product grouping is followed by the actual part numbers (SKU). The products
under this segment will all have the same technology and features, often differentiated
by an assembly package group or a different test program that results in different speed
classifications and corresponding part numbers depending on their test program
performance.
Table 1. Product hierarchy

3.2

Product Hierarchy

Description

Business Unit
Business Line
Major Article Group
Article Group
TG 5
TG 6
SKU

Automotive
Microcontrollers
RMC
6190
6190E
6190E2
935322249557

Data Collection

The demand data is compiled by three different methods, depending on the Tier of the
Customer. Customers with a base revenue of 100 million USD are considered Tier 1
customers and have a dedicated sales representative that will submit his expected
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forecast to a demand manager via an excel document. These forecasts are consolidated
by the demand manager and uploaded to the demand management system.
Tier 2 and Tier 3 customers are assigned expected demand based on open sales orders
and historical sales by the demand manager and do not have a dedicated sales
representative to engage with them regarding their supply needs.
Tier 4 customers are mass market customers, served by a third-party distributor. Their
forecasts are statistically generated by an R-based script that generates models based
on distributor sales (POA) and resale (POS) data. These customers do not have any
alignment with a company representative regarding their expected supply requirements.
Table 2. Customer Tier Table
Customer Tier

Base Revenue

Tier 1
Tier 2
Tier 3
Tier 4
(Mass Market)

100s M$
10-100 M$
3-20 M$
< 3 M$

Expected Growth
$ 100M / 3 yrs.
$ 50M / 3 yrs.
$
5M / 3 yrs.
-

Forecast Type
Direct Sales
Demand Mgr.
Demand Mgr.
Statistical

When the planning engine receives the data, it will group all demand by customer tier
and all sales orders by customer tier, identified as Unconstrained Demand. It will then
net the sales orders on the books from the unconstrained demand and only send the
forecast that has not been fulfilled by sales orders to the planning engine, identified as
Netted Demand.
On Thursdays, the planning engine will execute a "quality run” where it will conduct a
mock engine run, with the goal of identifying any issues with the data before generating
the supply plans to the factories. The unconstrained forecast, along with the netted
versions of this dataset will be archived in the data warehouse labeled as a planning
run, version: Quality-DP. If no egregious anomalies are detected by the demand
managers and engine captains, the weekend linear programming engine will kick off.
On Friday, the unconstrained forecast is used by the engine, and along with its netted
version, is archived in the data warehouse under the plan version Weekend-DP. If a
data issue is not caught and corrected during the quality run and corrupts the weekly
supply plan for that product or capacity family, the systems team will ask the factory
and downstream planners to disregard the engine output for that week.
The anomalies that disrupt the engine run are Friday’s Weekend-DP snapshots, the
research team hopes to identify anomalies during Thursday’s Quality-DP run and
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enable the team to intervene and correct the issue before it affects the weekend LP
engine run.
3.2

Exploratory Data Analysis

The demand signal sent to the planning engine consists of all unconstrained demand.
Once the demand reaches the planning engine, the unconstrained demand is reduced by
the quantity of sales orders already on the books. This results in the data shifting from
a consistent demand line, from which egregious peaks and valleys can be easily
identified, to an irregular shape that varies by product demand profile. As a result,
traditional anomaly detection methods, which look for peaks and valleys in a set of
linear data realizations do not work on the netted demand data.
The netted demand profiles will vary depending on the number of sales orders
customers have submitted to the system. Demand lead time varies by product family,
some products have sales orders for the first 4 months (top left), others have so many
sales orders in the system that it carries almost no forecast for the first 10 months (top
right).
Figure 3. Unconstrained and Netted demand signal

The data structure of these two signals implies that they will require careful
consideration when applying anomaly detection techniques, since they vary
significantly in complexity. The research team will therefore explore anomaly detection
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techniques that accommodate both the traditional and the more sophisticated data
structures.
The level of aggregation at which to profile the data: Major Article Group, Article
Group or 5/6TG will need to be evaluated to identify the right balance of anomaly
detection, signal noise and computational intensity. For example, if the algorithm trends
one SKU at a time, it may not have enough data to effectively create a robust netted
trend and the noise in the signal may result in many false positives. The next level up
in aggregation, called 6TG, which groups SKUs by similar Test Programs / Packages
has 4,200 unique combinations, which may be too numerous to be effective as a
business process
The research team aims to effectively identify anomalies at the Article Group level.
This product grouping provides the right balance of visibility and product segmentation.
If the article group aggregation is too high level and misses the anomalies the team will
have to trend the data at a lower level of aggregation. The research team will evaluate
the effectiveness of anomaly detection starting at the highest level of aggregation and
progress one level down at a time until they reach the ideal level of aggregation to
capture the anomalies and not overwhelm the demand managers with too many
anomalous part numbers to investigate.

4

Methods

There are numerous anomaly detection techniques that could work well for the
traditional unconstrained demand forecasting data structure. The research team will
implement an ensemble technique to increase the accuracy of the predictions, applying
anomaly detection on the linear data realizations.
The netted data has a distinct profile by product family and the techniques applied will
have to understand the complex structure of the data profile to effectively identify
anomalies in an exponentially growing dataset.
Even though the research concluded semi-supervised anomaly detection methods to be
more effective than unsupervised and supervised, the data considered in this project
will need to utilize unsupervised algorithms because there are no labels for inliers or
outliers.
4.1
Anomaly Detection Techniques
When exploring the various anomaly detection techniques, the research team decided
to explore the capabilities of a python package called PYOD [23]. PYOD enables the
application of various anomaly detection algorithms without the need to integrate a
multitude of packages, which would complicate the development effort.
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4.1.1 K Nearest Neighbors
K-nearest neighbors is a technique that classifies observations based on the label given
to the data points with similar characteristics in its proximity. With unsupervised KNearest Neighbors outlier detection, the algorithm observes the quantity of
observations, k, surrounding the point in question. If the distance to the nearest point is
substantial from the observations labeled as normal, then the KNN detection will label
the observation an anomaly [25].
Figure 4. Example of KNN outlier detection labels and formula [25, 27]

𝑛

𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡(𝐴, 𝐵) = 𝑣 = √∑(𝐴𝑖 − 𝐵𝑖 )2
𝑖=1

𝑣′ =

𝑣 − 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝐹
𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐹 − 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝐹

The Euclidean distance, v, between the point in question, A, and the other k values, B
is calculated. Once that distance is found, it is normalized, v’, between 0 and 1 utilizing
the minimum and maximum values of the features used in the model. The model
averages the v’ for each possible observation within k nearest neighbors, then considers
the k nearest neighbors to the point A. If the v’ of A is greater than that value, then the
observation will be denoted as an outlier, otherwise the observation will be labeled as
an inlier [27].
The K-Nearest Neighbors algorithm was configured with a contamination rate of .01,
the Minkowski metric, a radius of 1.0, and an algorithm setting of “auto” which will
select between ball_tree, kd_tree and brute-force techniques to determine which
approach to use based on the training data.
4.1.2 Isolation Forest
Isolation Forest is a tree-based anomaly detection technique. The tree will work through
a decision path to analyze data and normal observations follow a path consisting of
several splits. This implies that normal data will follow a decision path with a split
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count at par with the other observations. Data that is anomalous will have less splits in
its decision tree and will be labeled as an anomaly [25].
Figure 5. Illustration of Isolation Forest Anomaly Detection Technique [24]

Figure 6. Formulas for Isolation Forest [28]
c(n) = 2H(n-1) -(2(n-1)/n)
s(x, n) = 2−

𝐸(ℎ(𝑥))
𝑐(𝑛)

The chain of formulas is provided from the first exploration of Isolation Forest. An
anomaly score, s(x,n), is calculated as follows: h(x) of a point x is a measure of the
tree path length. The h(x) is normalized using the c(n) which utilizes the harmonic
number, H(i), by Euler’s constant. Once normalized, the anomaly score is ready to be
calculated. If the score is closer to 1, then it will be labeled as an anomaly and
inversely, if the score is closer to 0, then it will not be labeled as an anomaly. Scores
near 0.5 depend on the sample fed into the algorithm on whether they’ll be labeled as
an anomaly or not [28].
The isolation forest algorithm was configured with a contamination rate of .01, the
application of the "old" behavior setting and max-feature selection option of “auto”
which will allow the tree to determine how many samples to consider in identifying
its splits.
4.1.3 Angle Based Outlier Detection
The angle-based anomaly detection technique implies that a data set that is normal is in
a cluster that is close to other data points. If you were to designate an angle to this data,
those which are together will have very wide angles, and those that are anomalies will
have very narrow angles [7]. Assessing anomalies based on the spectrum of the angles
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appears to be a more robust approach to anomaly detection given the data structure.
The algorithm will weigh data that is further away differently than the data that is closer,
accommodating the variation in demand that will naturally occur throughout the life of
a product.
Figure 7. Intuition and Formula of Angle-Based Outlier Detection [7]

𝐴𝐵𝑂𝐹(𝐴⃗) = 𝑉𝐴𝑅𝐵⃗⃗,𝐶⃗∈𝐷 (

̅̅̅̅ , 𝐴𝐶
̅̅̅̅ )
(𝐴𝐵
)
2
̅̅̅̅
̅̅̅̅ ‖2
‖𝐴𝐵 ‖ ∗ ‖𝐴𝐶

The Angle Based Outlier Factor (ABOF) is calculated as the variance between vector
A and all pair points in D, incorporating a distance, D, factor, which implies that as
observations are further apart, they will be less similar in nature, therefore less
impactful [7].
The angle-based outlier detection algorithm was configured with a contamination rate
of .0001, the application of the "default" method setting and n-neighbor setting of 5.
4.1.4 Local Outlier Factor Anomaly Detection
The Local Outlier Factor Anomaly Detection (LOF) package will compute the local
density deviation of a data point in reference to its neighbors. Those with the lower
density values than other observations will be considered outliers.

Figure 8. Local Outlier Factor with Formulas [25, 27]
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The local reachability density is calculated first to then be input into the local outlier
factor formula to find the true distance between points A and B. Variable k is the user
specific parameter that determines the closest neighborhood to be evaluated to
determine the local density of a given observation. Once the neighborhood is
established, the Local Reachability Density (LRD) of an object can be calculated. If the
LOF is equal to or greater than 1 then the point will be labeled as an inlier or normal
observation and finally if the LOF is smaller than 1 then it will be labeled as an outlier.
The local outlier factor has a property that ensures that the observation is within a
cluster no matter if it's dense or sparse so that the observation will not be misidentified
as an outlier [27].
The local outlier factor function was configured with n_neighbors of 5, or 5 neighbors
per sample and a metric value of “Euclidean” for the distance calculation. The
algorithm is set to “auto” so the model will determine which algorithm to use (ball_tree,
kd_tree or brute) when calculating the nearest neighbor based on the data presented
during the model training [25].
4.1.5 Application of an Ensemble Technique for Anomaly Detection
Given the strengths and weaknesses of the four anomaly detection techniques, the
research team developed an ensemble approach using the hard-voting technique,
counting each result as one vote, to reinforce the identification of “true anomalies.” The
researchers wanted to prevent the higher sensitivity methods of KNN and Isolation
Forest from falsely identifying outliers and this ensemble enables a failsafe. The data
will first be evaluated by each individual anomaly detection algorithm and label the
values as inliers or outliers. The technique will aggregate the results and only identify
an anomaly if it is identified by all four anomaly detection mechanisms. In essence, the
ensemble method will consist of identifying anomalies based on a majority vote of
applied anomaly detection techniques.
4.1.6 Anomaly Detection for Netted Data
The irregular data structure of the netted forecast does not make traditional detection
methods suitable for identifying anomalies. As a result, this study will evaluate the
demand profile of the netted forecast by product family to understand the behavioral
pattern of the data and highlight when the data deviates from this pattern.
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Figure 9. Netted demand data, overlaying forecast realizations

When assessing the structure of the time series data, supply chain analysts typically
overlay each individual realization along a consistent period. Assessing the consistency
of a particular demand month’s volume across run-date realizations did not produce a
lot of insight since the data can shift in magnitude over time as that planning month
gets closer, changing the demand profile considered standard for that product.
Figure 10. Netted demand data, comparing a data point for forecast month 2022-10
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When the realizations are sequenced horizontally instead being overlaid, it is easy to
identify the structural pattern of the data and the typical demand profile. This approach
also highlights changes in the demand profile pattern over time and from week to week.
Figure 11. Demand data, graphed sequentially

The critical component in the application of the horizontal realization method is that
anomalies detected in the past are not useful as actionable insight because they occurred
in the past. Anomalies detected in the horizontal data structure are useful as a point of
reference to compare the current run’s demand data to observations considered
anomalies across the historical observations of the product family. The identification
of anomalies that occurred in previous runs will have no impact to the business process
since the data is recalculated, reviewed, and re-sent to the LP engine every week.
Assessing a forecast for a single run-date in isolation would fail to recognize that the
spike that seems out of place in a single week regularly recurs in weekly runs and is not
a distinct, unusual datapoint.
Figure 12. Demand when observed as a single weekly realization
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The distinguishing factor of the horizontal realization technique is that building a twodimensional array across time horizons provides the anomaly detection algorithms a
historical reference of the magnitude that is typical for a particular product family.
Figure 13. Netted demand when observed across historical realizations

4.2

Generate Actionable Insight

4.2.1 Identification of an early warning system
Once a product or product family has been identified as exhibiting an anomaly in the
weekend engine run, the Data Quality run from preceding days will be evaluated to
determine the extent to which an early warning system can be applied. The earlier in
the week a planner can identify an anomaly, the more time they have to apply the
actionable insight provided by the anomaly detection notification.
4.2.2 Anomaly notification system
Once the ensemble technique has identified an anomaly, the algorithm will produce a
graph highlighting the most recent realization and forecast month is considered the
anomaly. The demand manager will then have an opportunity to correct the anomaly or
inform the team this was an explicit business decision, enabling the team to tag that
observation as acceptable value. Subsequent iterations will determine this record has
been cleared by the business and will be suppressed next time it is highlighted as an
anomaly. Preventing repeats of false positives will help the users gain confidence in the
process.
4.3

Evaluation Metrics

An issue arises for evaluating the models because the data is so vast, and the techniques
used are unsupervised. Typical metrics such as accuracy, precision and the F1 score
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cannot be used because the demand data does not have training labels identifying
normal vs abnormal forecast entries.
As a result, the research team implemented an ensemble approach that votes for the
anomaly reported to reduce false positives. If the outlier is detected by a majority of the
techniques, then it will be considered a true anomaly. Applying the ensemble voting
approach prevents false positives from reaching the demand managers, improving
process efficiency.
To verify the effectiveness of the outlier detection technique, the researchers will apply
the anomaly detection algorithm to the demand data every Monday. The outlier
detection algorithm will assess the forecast data submitted to the LP engine’s weekly
run over the weekend and compare the flagged outliers with the anomalies reported to
the system support teams by end users after the LP engine run results reach their desks.
The research team will review the flagged outliers with the demand managers to
determine if the outliers identified were true user errors or need to be flagged as a
business decision, so it is suppressed and kept from becoming a recurring outlier in the
exception report.

5

Results

Upon application of the ensemble anomaly detection technique to the unconstrained
demand data, the researchers produce a set of illustrations highlighting the identified
anomaly, the most recent forecast realization. This insight is made available to the
demand managers driving these products to confirm their validity, in anticipation of the
weekend Linear Programming engine run.
Figure 14. Anomaly Detection notification output
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Upon application of the technique to the netted, horizontally stacked demand data, the
researchers produced a set of illustrations highlighting the anomalies. It is evident
based on the visual inspection of the identified anomalies that the ensemble technique
developed by this research team was effective.
Figure 15. Anomalies detected in netted horizontally aligned realizations

6

Discussion

The initial scope of this research was to analyze a supply chain Linear Programming
Engine output and determine the root cause of the identified anomalies. After
understanding the complexity of identifying anomalies after such a complex process
transformed the data, the research team determined a preventative approach was more
cost and computationally effective than a remedial process. As a result, the project
scope pivoted from identifying deviations that caused an anomaly in a complex
planning engine to prevent anomalies by highlighting an outlier for correction before
the anomalous data reaches the engine.
6.1 Interpretations, Implications, & Limitations
Through this research the team developed an ensemble anomaly detection technique
that automated an early-warning system to correct human errors and prevent them from
disrupting the LP engine’s planning calculations. The process developed within this
research enables the supply chain operations teams to automate a time-consuming task
that is conducted as a remedial effort after the planning engine data is disrupted and
instead shifts the focus to anomaly prevention prior to the planning engine run.
The visualizations sent to Demand Managers display an isolated view of the reported
anomalies within their distinct product family so the supply chain professionals can
look further into the causation. The information provided in the visualizations include
product family, production month and year, unconstrained and netted demand values,
as well as which realization(s) are reported as anomalies. The anomalies will be
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highlighted in red so the professionals can understand what to look for within their data
systems.
The results matter due to the downstream effects these anomalies have on the calculated
planned feasible supply from the LP engine. If an anomaly is processed through the LP
engine, then the calculated feasible supply on-hand will be wrong which will force the
demand planners to use the previous week’s feasible supply volumes. This reaction is
disruptive to the downstream supply chain systems, and factories, especially when an
entire week of manufacturing proceeds before the next data update.
Utilizing an ensemble technique as our evaluation metric should also be considered
when referring to the implications of the project. Due to the lack of evaluation metrics
for unsupervised learning techniques, the researchers sought the ensemble approach to
be the most appropriate metric to consider for the scope of this project. The researchers
considered an outlier to be a true outlier when detected by more than one type of
anomaly detection method (angle-based, distance-based, proximity-based). The
veracity of an identifier outlier can be challenged, this evaluation approach can be
strengthened by transitioning to a semi-supervised approach once this technique has
reached maturity and the team has ample labeled historical data.
Due to the complexity of the data structures in the manufacturing supply plan, the scope
of the project was revised to start with a smaller dataset while the architecture team
determined how to make the extensive data required for a post-engine analysis
available.
When exploring the original scope of the anomaly detection task, the researchers
attempted to extract planning engine output for the last six months. This resulted in a
prohibitive amount of data being consumed by the cloud environment hosting the ML
solution.
To obtain six months of planning engine history for a single product family, the
following data was required. Since there are thousands of product families, pulling this
data across the network efficiently was a considerable challenge.
Table 3. Data Sources with Memory Table
Data Source

Rows

Feasible Sales data
Capacity Requirements
Work in Process (WIP) Inventory

72585
27
1722875
37
734048
43
Total memory requirements:
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6.2 Data Ethics
Data ethics is an important aspect of this project. The research team must take particular
care to ensure the employee privacy laws are adhered to when publishing the product
portfolio, which identifies an individual based on their area of responsibility, as well as
the analysis’ approach with respect to upholding the integrity of a data scientist’s data
responsibilities.
The semiconductor company examined in this research has approximately 29,000
employees spanning 30 countries. Each country has a unique set of regulations
governing their employees’ privacy in the workplace. Since the sponsoring company is
a Dutch company, this project will adhere to the privacy laws as dictated by the GDPR,
General Data Protection Regulations (https://gdpr-info.eu/) established in the European
Union.
To ensure adherence to both the corporate standards and local regulations, a process
must be instituted to audit the disclosures made as part of the anomaly observation
report [26]. This should be conducted by an independent party, such as the
organization’s business operations or the human resources team. An independent audit
ensures the elimination of bias unconsciously introduced by an internal developer when
self-reporting compliance.
The privacy laws affecting the publication of specific demand managers by name varies
by country. As a result, the research team will take extra care when publishing known
anomalies to the organization, ensuring that specific individuals are not revealed as to
adhere to the standards of privacy established by the corporate entity.
The structure of the data is another aspect to data ethics. Structuring the data by
appending TG5 realizations by run dates and production planning month (fig. 12)
versus stacking the observations along a time period (fig. 11) could raise ethical views
due to this being an innovative approach to analyzing time series demand data. One
could argue the approach is not consistent with how professionals have traditionally
performed time series analyses and could lead to misdiagnoses of anomalies, however
the analysis performed in this research demonstrates that structuring the data in a twodimensional array could be beneficial to time series anomaly detection.
6.3 Future Research
With any model or process, improvements can be made with time. Due to the
unsupervised approach, the research team desires to include labels on historical data to
provide a semi-supervised approach. In the literature review, scientists proved that
semi-supervised anomaly detection techniques were superior to that of unsupervised
and supervised methods, therefore, the goal is to label inliers on the detected outliers.
Once this improvement is made, the assumption is that there will be an increase in
accuracy for the models.
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Since the demand manufacturing supply plan is catching anomalous behavior, the idea
is to transition and apply this methodology to the supply and manufacturing
departments within the supply chain system. Similarly, to the demand side, these other
departments have anomalous behavior and seek this type of methodology to improve
resource management.

7

Conclusion

The goal of this research was to develop and tune an anomaly detection technique to
only highlight true exceptions. Identified anomalies should be rare, unintended, and
egregious enough to deliver business value as a result of corrective human intervention.
The researchers were successful in developing an ensemble anomaly detection
technique that is computationally efficient and can be easily applied to varying data sets
within the supply chain organization. The efficiency gained by the organization will
greatly improve the quality of the Linear Programming engine output, by managing the
data quality of the engine input.
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